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- do all 4 countries together, why?
- no real reason to expand
- where did the decision come from?
  - why?
- John's first thought - was domestic
- poll's read of shift

John Sullivan
- Could have done more if IPS's extension
- foreign policy issues - important
- had to absorb large number
- House
- No 2 to pre-election

- when I met w/ Kelly, asked 12 mar but not
  terminate

Mercy (Pope
- separate
- Haiti for central america
- don't want to get into a mess here
- if 2019 politics or midterm
- terminate allows merit based
- system
- we want them to be on a path to naturalization
  Congress

Sessions
- program time is long expired
- under law can't keep certifying
- can't concede the law
- if Congress wants to deal w/ then ok
- don't imply they've been mistreated
- not worried about dates
- problematic to recently
- just bite bullet
- dangerous to separate Haiti out - prejudice against

DPP_00003562
Sessions (can't)
how do I get this happen? is
what are people willing say
now we have guts to pull the trigger
cannot identify
Sullivan
who gets to stay needs to be determined
in round table
Andrew
Dec 18 is best chance to get a bill
Sessions disagrees
Sessions
- we got to Speaker & got things
  got bill enacted House that is thru Senate to Trump
- until we end illegal amnesty vote in next session
  Congressional Pressure
  Campaign